GIVE A “SHOT”-OUT
COVID CREATING DISTANCE? SEND A SHOT TO YOUR SOMEONE SPECIAL

Hey There, Hot Stuff $6
Shot of Jalapeño-infused tequila to light a fire between you.

Friendly, “Hello!” $6
Shot of friendly botanicals and pineapple to say howdy.

Come Here Often? $6
Get familiar with this cherry and ginger bourbon shot.

Call Me, Maybe? $7
Keep the lines of communication open with this apple-flavored shot.

Let’s Entangle $7
If you’re going to be forward, rum it is.

You Know What I’m Talkin’ About $7
For all the smooth talkers, give the gift of a chocolately shot.

Here’s a Pisco My Heart $7
Send a shot of liquid florals to show your heart’s true intentions.